EDITORS’ NOTE

To any and all friends of the Philosophy, Politics, and Economics major, we would like to present you with this issue of SPICE: Student Perspectives on Institutions, Choices & Ethics. While founding and organizing the PPE Journal last year was at times a challenging (yet always rewarding) process, we have found this year’s continuation of the Journal to be nothing but an enjoyable task that has enriched our year in many ways.

As always, the students affiliated with the PPE major presented a strong selection of papers for us to choose from, and we thank all of the submitters for their time and effort. Simply reading through all of these papers provided us with some genuinely fascinating ideas on very relevant issues, ranging from the politics of preventing nuclear war, to the controversial use of cultural and religious symbols.

While obvious gratitude goes out to the students who offered papers for consideration in the Journal, it is also necessary to thank all of the Editorial Board and the rest of the staff for their invested time and much-appreciated effort. It is safe to say that this Journal would not exist if it were not for the combined contributions of the Editors, the referees, the Advertising Coordinator, and our Submissions Coordinator.

Last but most certainly not least, we must thank Dr. Sumantra Sen for his invaluable assistance throughout this whole process. We all are extremely appreciative of his support and that of the rest of the PPE-affiliated faculty.

With that, we hope that you find this Journal to be as mentally stimulating as we did, and that you look forward to future issues.

Sincerely,

Charles Wolf
Editor

Andrea Collins
Associate Editor

Marco Villacorta
Associate Editor